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Expendable? Us? Jason Statham and Sylvester Stallone in The Expendables. Photograph: c.Lions
Gate/Everett / Rex Featu

The classic action film features a small group of world-weary assassins or
Green Berets or Navy Seals or mercenaries who assemble to pull off one last
suicidal mission, after which they will retire. It helps if they are slightly
over the hill. At least two of the men don't want to go on the assignment.
Towards the end of the film, one of the men who stayed behind will
materialise out of thin air to bail out his buddies. This man will most
assuredly die. At some point in the film, the leader of the unit will tell his
men: "This is my fight. You guys have no skin in this game. You're free to
go." But the men will not go. Never, ever, ever.

In the course of the classic action film, several large men possessing a
preposterous level of upper body musculature will be betrayed, usually by
somebody who does not possess an identical level of upper body
musculature, but who employs lots of people who do. Ultimately, they will
be stabbed in the back by bitter rivals back at headquarters, weasel-like
politicians or somebody they used to work for in the CIA, which is
sometimes referred to as "the firm". This is the theme of the Rambo movies
– "My own country let me down, those bastards!" – but it is also the theme
of such recent offerings as The Losers, The A-Team, Iron Man, Iron Man 2,
Watchmen and, most memorably, 300. The only difference is that in 300
the Spartans are betrayed by a hunchbacked dwarf. That was a very nice
touch because no one was really expecting it. The untrustworthy hunchback
could well become a revered cliche in the fullness of time, but it is not a
bona fide cliche yet.

In the contemporary action film, the villains are either heavily accented
Russians, Serbs, or unidentified, all-purpose eastern European sociopaths
(Taken, Eastern Promises, Rob Cohen's xXx), or cigar-smoking thugs from
south of the border, or untrustworthy Arabs, or villainous bureaucrats



from Washington or London. The women in action films tend to be
promiscuous femmes fatales or crusading journalists or medical support
staff or hapless rebels or victims or miscast (Keira Knightley). They never
get to drive the Humvee or trigger the portable, easily concealed nuclear
weapon. The action film, Angelina Jolie and Zoe Saldana notwithstanding,
has little use for women.

Non-contemporary action films depend for much of their visual panache on
men wearing weird headwear. Primordial brutes sporting horned helmets
have been a staple since Conan the Destroyer; there is literally nothing that
scares peasants more. Men with horns on their heads kick up a fuss in
medieval action films, in films involving the Asiatic hordes, in films set in
the Hyborian Age, and even in films that take place in 11th-century
Newfoundland. As a cliche, unpleasant men with their faces painted blue
runs a close second to bloodthirsty slobs with horns on their head. The
most surprising thing about action films is how rarely you see men with
horns on their heads who are also wearing blue paint on their faces. If the
Scots had only thought to supplement the blue facial pigment with the
requisite headgear, they would have kicked the English out of Scotland 300
years earlier and Mel Gibson wouldn't have had to make Braveheart.

A good action film will usually include some impromptu emergency
surgery, a fall from a great height, a reasonable amount of torture and a lot
of rappelling. Men in action films rappel down high-rises, mountains and
into the holds of ships. An action film without rappelling is like a horror
movie without disembowelment: when in doubt, rappel! The principals
should have lots of scars, and each scar should come with a story. A psycho
with an eye patch is good, especially if he's a one-eyed giant with a machete.
The hero should have lost his soul in Sarajevo, Nicaragua, Darfur or back in
Nam, and is now struggling to regain just one smidgen of dignity that will
help remind him of a time he didn't want to wake up every day and puke his
guts out, goddamn it.

Nobody drives a car in action films: off-road vehicles only. No mules, no
ponies, no biofuel vehicles. At some point in an action film, a woman will
get punched in the face, an arrow or bullet will rocket through a villain's
skull in slow motion, and a blade or piston or spear will rip through a man's
chest from behind. The surprise reverse sword, spear or knife thrust into
the breadbasket is always a nice touch, as is the helicopter crashing into the
tunnel arch because the pilot was too focused on the man running on the
top of the train.

If the film is in the martial arts genre, the hero should repeatedly run up the
wall to kick somebody in the face, and ninjas should fly through the air on
invisible wires and do aerial battle in the bamboo forest. One of the ninjas
should turn out to be a woman. Even though ninjas descend from ceilings
with great regularity in this genre, it always comes as a complete surprise to
the numbskulls on the ground. The bad guys never attack in tandem in
martial arts films; they always allow the hero to pick them off one by one.
This is also true of samurai films. No one in a martial arts film has ever seen
a martial arts film.

Many cliches in action films are too obvious to mention: the pas de deux
past a stream of deadly machine-gun fire, the leap away from explosions,
the slide down the sloped exterior of an all-glass skyscraper, the massive
tractor trailer's attempt to destroy the vehicle from behind by ramming it
over the guard rail, the inability of the bad guys to hit anything with their
weapons. My personal favourite among action film cliches is when the
villain, asked what to do with the thronged hostages/peasants/rebels,
sneers: "Kill them all." As opposed to: "Just kill some of them." Or: "Kill all
the short ones." Or: "I don't care how many you kill, but for God's sake,
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make sure you get the hunchbacked dwarf."

Classic cliched action movies: The Wild Bunch and
The Expendables

In his latest film, Sylvester Stallone shows himself to be a director who
understands how important the cliches of the genre are, but who still can't
make a good movie, primarily because he's in it. The Expendables is a
complete rip-off of Sam Peckinpah's classic 1969 film, The Wild Bunch. Like
The Wild Bunch, The Expendables is about over-the-hill gunslingers whose
enemies are Spanish-speaking. As in The Wild Bunch, the Expendables risk
life and limb to save the one Spanish-speaking person they do not despise,
while being tracked by a former member of their gang. As in The Wild
Bunch, the Expendables succumb to a crisis of conscience that impels them
to go back and finish the job they started. The Wild Bunch had a cast filled
with former matinee idols well past their prime. So does The Expendables.
For all intents and purposes, Stallone and Peckinpah have made exactly the
same movie. The only difference: Stallone's movie sucks.


